
 

mem-brane ['membrem](lat. membrana): soft, thin, pliable skin-like covering or lining; or 
connecting part, in an animal or vegetable body; [U] tissue of which such coverings are made 
fx, retina or cornea. Thin sheet witch can be set en vibration and thereby produce sound 
(eardrum; tympanic membrane) film, parchment, prepared skin. 
 
by Nanna Gro Henningsen 
 
Amager's old deserted industrial districts, Reykjavik, Copenhagen's inner and outer districts… 
These photographs don't show distant, exotic places (unless you consider Reykjavik exotic, 
and even if you do, the Reykjavik depicted here is not exotic). They show places I know - yet 
don't know. I wander through the pictures, recognise and don't recognise, discover new 
spaces. 
 
I recognise spaces that have never existed. 
 
It's hard to get my bearings. As if in a dream the spaces change their character depending on 
how I focus. The space I saw first, on closer inspection doesn't exist. It's a mirage, which still 
intrudes, a castle in the air. I can't tell where what is reflected is located. 
I am neither in nor out, I am in transit. I am a traveler without responsibility, and free too 
from the stigma of the voyeur, for there is no-one here to spy on, only my own indifferent 
state is reflected in the known and unknown, real and unreal architectonic landscapes that are 
filled with intentional and unintentional signs. 
All architecture carries ideologies, acknowledged or not. Here, in these pictures' space and 
fluid partitions - in the membranes - meanings and signs are evoked in new ways. 
 
The panes; The buildings' empty, glazed eyes reveal often unfulfilled intentions, greater 
dreams and expectations than the buildings could ever and can ever bear. 

Photographed by a stranger in an obscure moment, many of the failed, insufficient attempts 
by the architecture to create respectability, greatness or beauty are revealed. Paradoxically, in 
many of the photographs, it is precisely the beauty in the doubled space of the reflection that 
reveals the lost cause, the futile gesture, the anachronism. 

 

#1-8 

The vegetation around the low factory buildings creates an illusory reference to the private 
garden or to the landscape, the family business (maybe even a vague idea of a family estate). 
The kind of small business that came from the idea of the firm with 'the personal touch' is 
declining. 



Now where the buildings are deserted and the dilapidation has set in, both the dream and the 
decline are seen in the mirage of the window panes. Leafy arcades, plane-tree avenues and 
romantic landscapes that have never existed in reality, spring forth in the milky film of the 
glass panes. 

 

#10 

The lace curtain is the perfect membrane in the boundary between the private and the public. 
If there's anyone home, we won't know. The street and the solid, noble, older houses are 
projected silently on the curtain's translucent surface. You can see out, but not in. 

A representation of 'the home' is found in the lace. And what a lace! White as chalk, it mimics 
the pattern of the reflection of the bay window. Almost too white, almost too synthetic. 
Nobody crochets any more, not even in Reykjavik, but the illusion is preserved by the metro. 

 

#13 

Nike. Even here in an American sporting logo, antiquity rattles its chains. But then it's all over, 
everything here is fragile and temporary. The empty cardboard boxes and construction debris 
penetrate the building on the other side of the street. The spaces and the street merge with 
the cardboard boxes. What is build here isn't for ever, it's built on volcanos. 

 

#14 

Reykjavik's thrifty neon lights are reflected in the plate glass windows of the library, which 
opens its public space towards that of the city. The shelves on the uppermost floor mimic 
tower blocks, and the steel and glass of the interior signify modernity and functionalism. 
Everything is in the service of anonymous, official signals. 

A swan hovers over the stairs. Here the signs break down. The proud, Nordic symbol recalls 
most of all an oversized nylon teddy bear. In fact the swan is, in all its impossibility, the only 
accommodating conciliation in the respectable public interior. The swan becomes a 
spontaneous difference - here too there is anachronism. The architecture has put the era of 
the national symbol behind it. The swan is an alien aliment, a relic in synthetic materials. 

 

#16 

The insufficient, coarse curtain, what on earth is it doing here? 

in an building whose inner construction recalls a garage, the curtain attempts to assert 
something homely, that there is actually a space which is private and worth shielding from the 
eyes of strangers. 

The tree spreads out over the whole picture surface. Its central placing and symmetry 
promises an order that the humble buildings can't bear. The great open sky suggests a 
landscape which is greater than reality. There is a poetic grandiosity in this suggestive, barren 
shanty town. The photograph and the reality drift slowly away from each other, and leave the 
viewer behind in a strangely charged void. 

 

#17 

And then these plaster casts. A baptismal font in granite, a plaster ceiling rose, a bull's head, a 
Hindu elephant. Strange archaeological and historical relics thrown together under a cheap 



garage roof. A building with the windows covered by redevelopment boards is reflected over 
and behind the glowing white plaster.  

in the doubled reflections lurk the classical concepts of beauty, forming Doric columns 
supporting a non existent Greek temple pediment which, on closer inspection is mercilessly 
revealed as yet another mirage, a cheap dream, an anachronism. 

 

#18 

The reflections of the light and the doubled spaces suggest an old utopian dream of clean 
functionalist architecture. Beautiful, well-proportioned apartments for all! The reflection 
discloses light, airy space. 

But this photograph too reveals a breakdown. Behind the geometry of the light lies the 
concrete block with its false red brick cladding and misunderstood suggestions of classical 
arches. It 

It's a shameless, charmless building. The dream of the Bauhaus was shipwrecked long ago. 
Here the good intentions of social architecture are washed up on the pavement like 
architectonic flotsam. 

 

#19 

The old Dales Department Store has been stripped, and stands here, naked with its insides 
exposed down to the supporting structures. The building is awaiting its next purpose, and will 
probably, before long, be wrapped in mirrors and other devices that can complete any given 
illusion. In the meantime, the camera has captured the building's horizontal lines in a 
spontaneous vision of Florentine gardens and chapels. The reflection of the round classical 
arches catches the regularly spaced holes in the concrete in an affectionate caricature of 
Cappella Pazzis bull's eyes. The orange light completes the presentation of the fall of light in a 
back yard with regular columns and clear geometrical systems. Here I must surrender to the 
reality of the photograph, rather than to reality itself - to the strange space between the 
photograph and that which it represents. 


